’ie., sanitaiy,
ering assist.
ieants
legtee from
universuy

Flick Cancelled

Day. Postponed
Students OrganInternational
"Sponigation has postponed its
tonight. The
acheduled
10, nay,"
has been re -schedpetal event
Jan. 9, according to
for
uled
Tapresident, Mohammed
club
WU.

patiatta

Toni ;ht’s Friday Filets has
been cancelled becaase of the
conflict with the Greek Show,
Bob Eisotman. ’senior miss president, said yesterday. The weekly film attractions will be resumed next week.
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Greek Show Glory

Musical Comedy Tops
Tonight’s Greek Show
acts
Ten musical comedy
for tonight’s
scheduled
ire
formance of the All.
division
Greek Show sorority
AudiDailey
Morris
g Sin
torium.
The All -Greek Show will

night at 8
continue tomorrow
will stage
when seven fraternities
men’s divioriety acts in the
on of the competition.
The show, sponsored by Theta
free to the
Chi fraternity, is
public.
Sororities presenting acts topid
night will be Chi Omega,
DelKappa
Gamma,
Delta
Mu,
ta Kappa Kappa Gamma, Alpha Phi, Kappa Alpha Theta,
Gamma Phi Beta, Sigma Kappa
and Delta Zeta.
Competitors in the fraternity
division tomorrow night will be
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Phi
Epsilon. Delta Sigma Phi, Lambda. Chi Alpha, Theta Xi, Sigma
CM and Alpha Tau Omega.
4 EMCEES
Sharing emcee duties for the
show will he Theta Chi members
John Carrillo and Steve Walsh,
and two alumni, Tom McClelland
and Mary Braunstein.
The Wayfarers, folk -singing
group, will entertain at intermission and the Greek Show
staff will present a surprise entertainment.
Members of the Greek Show
committee are Mike Brady, Chairman; Reed Baird and Evan Howard. assistants; and Jerry Hess,
stage manager.
Trophies will he presented in

Camp Leader
Signups End
Students interested in serving
as Spartacamp counselors and discussion leaders have until 4 p.m.
today to sign up in the Student
Union.
Don Brown, Spartacamp director, said yesterday that 13 persons hme left their names with
Mrs. Dorothy King, Student Union secretary.
Approximately 40 persons are
Seeded for the leadership camp
in he held at the Assilomar Conferenee groin& in Monterey,
Marsh 19 and 20.
Two hundred and ten campers,
half of them men, will meet to
discuss problems of leadership.
Half the r amselors and discussions leaders also will be men.
Prospect i e counselors will be
interviewed Dec. 8, 9 and 10,
Brown said.

each division after both night’s
performances.
The All-(ireek Show originated in 1948 after Spardi Gras
was discontinued.lhe show was
established as a project for
greek organizations.
The show was first held in the
American Legion Memorial Hall.
In the 1949 show, 13 fraternities
and sororities performed in the
event. The show was held every
year except 1957, when no performance was scheduled.
Last year’s winner in the sorority division was Kappa Kappa
Gamma with "What do we think
about men." The fraternity winner
was Lambda Chi Alpha with "Sinner Man."
In 1956 the winners were Sigma
Alpha Epsilon and Sigma Kappa.
The 1955 top honors went to Pi
Kappa Alpha and Alpha Chi
Omega.

Belser Sees
Santa Clara
City League
By JOANNE ( )- I 1 \
News Editor
Santa Clara County Planning
Director Karl J. Belser said last
night he foresees a "drastic"
change in county governmental
structure. He outlined a "United
Cities of Santa Clara County.League" with a two-house council as
one possible solution to the county’s structural problem.
Speaking to the Sociology Club
and other student body members,
the planning director declared:
"The present mode of local government does not possess the authority to do what needs to be
done."
Children and the aging are th,
two main concerns of the count
planning department at the present time, Belser said. In order to
plan housing, recreation and other
facilities for them, Belser said
the planning department has been
setting up tracts and housing developments.
"Now we’re beginning to wonder
if we shouldn’t have something different than conforming lots all arranged plattoon fashion. The public is not satisfied in pill boxes
on postage stamps!" he declared.
Asked if there is no alternative
but for Santa Clara County to become "another Los Angeles County," Belser replied:
"There’s one other alternative:
leave."
-

Special Program Urged
For Exceptional Student
By JOHN HOPKINS

Honors programs that seek
out "exceptional students
early in college" and offer
them special treatment are
advocated by Dr. J. W.
Cohen. director of the Intertniversity Committee on the
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dents with high grade point averages are honored.
Until recent years, honor programs were reserved for students
with high grade points, Dr. Cohen
told SJS, San Jose City College
and area high school administrators Wednesday.

EFFORT FOR INFERIOR
He said "nine times as much
Superior Student,
effort was devoted to keeping the
Dr. Cohen. from Boulder, Colo., inferior student in college as in
left yesterday
after a two-day providing opportunities for gifted
study Of the SJS
honors Program student s."
and a speech pointing
to the mer"Now things are different In
ha a the new
program which is many institutions," the professor
’Increasing in numbers anti
scope" said. "The pursuit of excellence,
many colleges and universities. not post grades, begins with the
Dr. Cohen’s
program would freshman year."
seek net special students
Ile believes such programs will
as early
aN possible"
and try to give them do much to "overcome cleavage bePe. ater opportunities,
such as spe- tween humanities and science
cial classes
seminars; and summer courses" that exists on many camaccording to Dr. 0. Clinton puses.
Williams coordinator
of the colDr. Cohen also said such an
lege hiimauities
honors program stimulates teachprogram.
At MS. a conventional hon. ers as well as students. Superior
ars %poem Is
need, Dr. Williams students require superior teachbald. Generally,
only senior atu- ers, he said.

SJS Coeds
’Invading’
SC Campus

Art, Health Buildings
Under Fire by Faculty

Witches ha% e invaded the
Santa Clara University campus, but the only ones
"caught in the act" claim,
"We’re just ‘playing the
role’."

By ROBERT TAYLOR
The new multi -million Art
and Health Buildings, occupied only a few months, have
come under criticism from
faculty and students.

freshman, and Carole Warren,
sophomore, both speech and drama
majors, recently joined the Clay
M. Greene Players for two of the
bewitching roles in "Bell, Book
and Candle," opening Wednesday,
Dec. 9, at 8:15 p.m. for a fournight run in the University Auditorium, Lafayette and Franklin
streets.
Miss Henry, recently seen as a
blonde servant girl In the SJS
production of "She Stoops to
Conquer," has the leading role
as Gillian floiroyd, a young
witch who loses her powers
when she falls in love with an
"out-sider."

but Horst Be La Croix, assistant
professor of art, said it is "an
architectural stupidity."
The Health Building is "taking
care of us pretty well but is about
full to capacity" already. The building has no intercom.

pointment when you
’f what
it could have been.
"It would probably be much
better as a warehouse," he declared.
Other art staff members, who
asked to remain unidentified, held
the opinion that the building was
"better than the old building" in
Tower Hall, but it "doesn’t have
much aesthetic appeal."
The four-story Health Building
received less critical comment. but
Health Service Director Thomas
J. Gray. M.D., said that the building is nearly full.
"I don’t know how much further we’ll be able to expand," he
added
An intercom, which should ham
been part of the original plans,"
is missing from the building, Dr.
Gray said.

The Art Building is "a
SJS coeds Mari-lyn Henry. good classroom building,"

TROPHY-EYEDKappa Alpha Theta gals gather round AllGreek Show Chairman Mike Brady to eye the trophies to be presented to the top three sorority and fraternity acts tonight and
tomorrow night. Wistfully hoping for the first place sorority
award are (I. to r.) Clareen Sasso, Cynthia Spalding, Kay Stanley, Annette Bullpen and Stephi Green.
r

ueiia uor o reature
Many Decoration Styles
Christmas home decora- 12th annual Spartan Y Yule lions in modern. Oriental.; tide Tour of six homes hurl
contemporary and antique 1 to 6 p.m. Sunday.
j The theme of the decorations
styles will be featured in the ; will be "Home for Christmas" and

Children’s
Play Debuts
Tomorrow
By JERRY :\kt.11111N
Drama Editor

Based on the theme that
"laughter a n (1 happiness
should he enjoyed everywhere," "Greensleeves’ Magic," by Marian Jonson. will
have its mythical kingdom
invaded tomorrow by children of every age in the Studio
Theater, SD103, at 10 a.m.. 1 and
3 p.m.
The play, directed by John R.
K e r r, associate professor of
drama, and starring Ray Baptista
in the title role, is directed at
youngsters from 6 to 12, and will
be done in the arena style of p-oduction, with the audience surrounding the play area on three
sides.
Interspersed with singing, slapstick comedy and fantasy, "Greensleeves’ Magic" concerns a land
of longago when a ban was
placed on singing. dancing or
laughing by n mean ruler.
The mamby-pamby king, portrayed by Benny Shelton, has
three daughters who cannot unwhich is
derstand the rule
kept strictly enforced by the
grand duchess, Cecilia Winokur.
rhe king’s daughters, played by
Susan Fincher, Alicia Rodrigues
and Janis Fisher, are persuaded to
sing, dance and laugh when a
apstranger .--"Greensleeves"
pears and makes wierd sounds.
which he calls "laughing" and
carries on strange antics, which
he calls "dancing."
Set design is by J. Wendell
Johnson, costume lay Leon Brauner; and lighting by Kenneth Dorst.
The play will continue on Saturday, Dec. 12, at the same times
for tomorrow’s performances.
Tickets may he purchased at
the College Theater box office
either by mail or telephone, between 1 and 5 p.m.; phone number
is CYpress 4-6414, ext. 363. Tickets are 50 cents for any of the six
performances.

the decorators arrange the decorations to fit the style of the
home.
Miss Ann Ballarian, assistant
professor of art, will design one
display. The other homes will be
arranged by local decorators,
The homes will show decorations for the whole house and
different arrangements for Us,
bag room, family room, kitchen,
den and hedrooms.
Spartan V members will be
hostesses at the homes during the
tour. San Jose homes to be deeorated are the Fred A. Wool home,
10790 Ridgeview Way; the R. E.
Simoni home, 325 Crest Drive; the
M. J. Summer home, 1766 Patio;
the A. C. Zeller home, 1336 MMnesota Ave.; the Pat Hughes home,
1751 Cleveland, and the Hollis
Loue,
g
Jr. home, 2533 Cottle Ave.
Tickets are available at the
Student Affairs Business Office,
11116, or at the Spartan Y. Tickets also may be purchased at the
homes on the tour Sunday. The
cost is 75 cents with a student
body card and $1.50 without,

Miss Warren, also from the October production of "She Stoops
to Conquer," plays the eccentric
Aunt Queenie, who does more to
hinder the baffling situation than
to help it with her rituals and
brewing sessions.
Tickets for all four performances are one dollar and must be
reserved in advance, due to the
limited seats arranged "in the
round" on the stage surrounding
the acting area.

Door Entries
e Today

a

These evaluations of the college’s newest buildings a -e representative samples. Greatest critieLsm was heaped upon the Art
"The architects eithe- didn’t
know about or care about the ..equirements of an art buitchn
said Dr. Be La Croix, a fist.
of Architecture instructor.
"The building is unique in that
it has nothing to do with the
needs of an art department," he
added.
Dr. John E. French, Art Department head, would say only that it
was "a good classroom building."
The working drawings of SJS
buildings are prepared by the
State Division of Architecture
after preliminary plans are drawn
up by the college, according to
Executive Dean C. Grant Burton.
The plans are screened by the
Department of Education and the
Department of Finance before final plans are made, he said.
The architects most prepare
plans "within the financial restrictions placed upon them,"
Dean Burton added.
But the Art Building’s major
drawback is that it faces the
wrong way. Art Department staff
agreed. Studios should have windows facing north to catch the
even light, said Dr. Be La Croix.
"About 60 per cent of the studios
face west and south." he added.
"The U-shape is basically bad.
anyway."
Many drawing studio windows
have been covered so that light
enters only through the top.
"There should be skylights" on the
third floor, the professor said, for
ideal working light.
"It does have a lot of floor
space," said Dr. Be La Croix. "In
any case it is much bette- than
the old place, but it’s a sad disap-

Today is the last day to pick up
and file applications for the AWS
I Christmas Door Decoration Contest. The applications are avail able in the Student Activities Offire, Adm242, and the Administration Building Information Booth.
Greek houses and living groups
are eligible to enter the annual
contest. This year’s theme is
"Christmas Around the World."
Decorations for the door can
not cost more than $5. accordlag to AWS contest chairman
Sue Schwartz.
Participating groups must have
their house doors decorated by
Dec. 14. Some time during the day
judges will vie w the doors to determine the best decorated
"Judging will probably be dor,
after dark so houses can us" SJSAnnual
lights," Miss Schwartz announced
A first place perpetual trophy
will be presented this year in ad C
dition to small trophies to he kept
living
center
and
by the winning
two runners-up.

e world wire

Petitions Due
For Election
Candidates

Blood Driv
Next Wee

Candidates must turn in their
signed petitions by 4 today if they
want their names on the ballot for
the Dec. 10-11 ASB elections, according to Jerry Alexander, Student Court chief justice.
The petitions, which started circulating Monday, must be turned
In to Mrs. Dorothy King at the
Student Union.
Of 41 students who applied for
the 18 ASB and Hasa positions,
12 were disqualified during the
Student Court’s review of applications, Alexander said.
If a petition is not turned in by
the deadline, the candidate’s only
recourse is a write-in vote, he said.
Posters will go up Monday. The
elections are set for Thursday and
Friday of next week.
"I’ve noticed that few of the
candidates have read the ASB
Constitution,"
Alexander
said
"It’s of the utmost imortance
that candidates be familiar with
the positions they’re running for."

Eight Will Go
To AWS Meet
i

.

.

,tend an Associated Woirer Stu.,::10.7nr.11:1.sollavte meet at Chico State
The theme of the meeting will
’ be "Let’s Break the Thought Bartier.- Main speaker will be Miss
h:athe-ine Towre, dean of women
at the University of California at
Berkeley.
Patricia Moriarty, State AWS
president. will lead a discussion

The annual Selah Pereira
Blood Drive gets underway group..
:.t SJS next week with the ac- ’ Othe s attending from State are
ai I ::i i;lt CHARGE LAID ON COHEN
Janet Douglas. associate
tual
student donation day set Miss
dean of students; Miss Terri GalLOS ANGELES (UPli Former mobster Mickey Cohen and a
friend were booked yesterday on suspicion of murder in connection for Thursday.
; yin. activities adviser: Kay IllodgPledge cards and permit ; ett, Ca-olyn Cottrell, Claire Ches.
with the slaying Wednesday night of an underworld figure in an Italian
restaurant in San Fernando Valley.
slips will be available at a Barn I.inda Hardin. and Sue Dos-George Bart Piscitelle, 28, one of the men Identified as sitting
at Cohen’s table in the Sherman Oaks establishment, also was booked
on a similar charge in the gangland -style shooting of Jack Whalen, 39,
a convicted extortionist and "muscle man." Whalen was killed when
he punched an unidentified man in the face, witnesses said.

boothIn the Outer Quad Monday win.
through Thursday. Students untie’
21 must have permission from
A. SPARTANS
their parents to donate blood.
A $1500 plaque is awn lied mina
Sarah Claus was in
ally to the California College or
DAM BURSTS; San SWEPT TO DEATHS
a real snit about
FREJL7S, France (UPDThe five-year-old Malpasset Dam burst university with the best blood eduNick’s Christmas
apart early yesterday, sending a wall of water raging down on this cation and recruitment program II
sleepy Riviera town, leaving behind possibly more than 300 dead. The for a school year.
g:ft. There just
&I% wen the platine for the 111
French press said there were 500 dead and missing.
past several yearn, according to
II wasn’t anything
BENSON TO UNDERGO SURGERY TODAY
good enough (and
Dianne Fammatre, drive chair WASHINGTON I UPDAgriculture Secretary Ezra Taft Benson Man.
’nexpensive enough)
will undergo surgery today for the removal of his gall bladder, Waller
The award was started in 1951
’or him. So she
Reed Army Medical Center announced yesterday. A spokesman said after Selah Pereira, a community
slt down in the
the 60-year-old secretary, one of the members of President Eisen- leader in San Jose, was
htiwnekcirts
s:eigh and thought
hower’s original cabinet, entered the hospital Wednesday night. The
a serious Illness and died in
hospital said the operation was ordered because Benson has been suf- a local hospital.
deeply for one
fering "intermittent acute attacks of gall bladder cholic."
Pereira needed blood donations II entire minute. What
REJECT CHESSMAN’S APPEAL, ASKS MO.SK
badly. Though the donations failed in does he like and
WASHINGTON (UPD - - California Attorney General Stanley to save him, the immediate corn- .111 need? ... GANT of
Mosk yesterday urged the U.S. Supreme Court to reject the latest munity response inspired a drive II
New Haven shirts
appeal of convict -author Caryl Chessman, who has carried on a legal in his name.
from 1/At Just 1.95
fight against death in the gas chamber for 11 ta years.
If SJS reaches its drive quota, a
Mosk said in a brief filed with the high court that all the ques- blood credit bank is created for 0
tions raised by Chessman have been settled by the high tribunal pre - the use of any student and his
V ROOS
viously.
family.

Er

111
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LITTLE MAN ON. CAMPUS

Look Below the Facade

Miss Frances Robinson, associate professir of music, will present an illustrated lecture, "Europe, Its Sights and Sounds," Monthly night at 7:30 in M1’25. ’
The lecture, sponsored by the
student chapter of the Music Educators’ National Conference, will
be free and open to the public.
Miss RobInson’s European tour
was sponsored by Mu Phi Epsilon, national professional music
sorority. The tour Included the
music festh ais of Europe.
Next year she plans to make
an African safari. She will visit
Brussels, Paris, Oberammergau’s
Passion Play, and the Middle East

very admirable. But a glance beneath the
facade reveals that the Russian government
remains a "government of men and not of
lawa government of expediency and not
of the natural ’rights’ tit man."
khrushchev’s denunciation of the "lawlessness" of Stalin’s regime and his concern
for the individual rights of the Russian people is a clever propaganda move.
Free men everywhere must meet it with
vigorous adherence to truth and principle.
P.F.E.

In his tall, Tuesday on Soviet law
changes since the death of Stalin, Professor
Glenn G. Morgan said that the effect of
the changes has been to "strengthen Soviet
legality in the eyes of the world press,"
thus painting a democratic picture of Russia in world public opinion.
Now khrushchev can boast of no more
secret police night raids, no "rehabilitation
camp" prisoners, nor military jurisdiction
over civilians.
All these changes on the surfaee seem

.‘Cage’ Cleaning Needed
possible for students to know whether books
are in the "green card cage" or on open
shelves. The listings in the card catalog
make no mention of this. Students must
have a book’s call number before they can
check it out of the cage.
College Librarian Joyce Backus said "I
don’t know how some of those things get in
there. We must go over that cage and remove some books which shouldn’t be
there."
We hope that Miss Backus does her
house cleaning soon.
R.I.

Whether books should be placed on a
library’s open shelves is always a difficult
decision for any librarian to make.
Those that are easily damaged, such as
art books and books which have loose plates
and tables, should be protected.
But books on sex and some so-called
"dirty" novels should he evaluated very
carefully before being locked up.
Faculty pressure should not keep books
off the open shelves, as it does now, the
SJS librarian admitted.
But at San Jose State, it is even im-

’Wild Strawberries’ Tells
Of Old Man’s Fear of Death

Sahara Oil Co.
BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

-

PAULS CYCLES
FOR FUN AND HEALTH

Bicycles for Rent
1435 The Alameda CY3-9766

1

By RON NIII.U.11
Writer-director Ingmar Berg.
man, the Swede some call the best
director now working in films, hit
Yank critics this year with all the
force of his countryman Ingemar
Johansson’s big right hand,
One of Bergman’s powerful cine-

The Best Mexican Food
North of the Border

MEXICAN DINNER
Soup or Salad, Stuffed Pepper,
Rice, Beans, Coffie and Dessert

$150

EL CHARRO CAFE
799 S. First
Open

11

CY 3-9779

a.m. - 10 p.m.

San Jose

Closed Wed.

Gordon s
--

r

All Weather

TOP COAT
$100
Reg. 29.95 Value

en route.

wykAavenk,

_
POY, I LIKE COLLEGE! I PINT HAVE TIME TA
PLAY FOOTBALL IN i-HGNSCHCCt. AN MY GRADES WERE LOUSY,

editor’s report

Jim Adams
Three Events to Kick Off Culture Program
The cultural affairs program--a pet Student

Suit
Top Coat
BOTH

$49.95
1.00
$50.00

NO MONEY DOWN
No Payments until January, 1960
In+ernational Cred;*
B,Invv-re,-;,-Jv-d
EVERYTHING FOR THE STUDENT
Men’s Apparel

Kitchen Appliances
Jewelry
Cameras

LATEST STYLE IN SWEATERS
Pullovers and Carciigan,
Boat Neck Pullovers in popular shade
of Olive tones and Burnished Gold,
CONTINENTAL SLAX STYLED BY HARRIS

Gordon’s Dept. Store
199 S. FIRST St.

Free Parking in all City Lots

Open Every Night Until 9 p.m.

Council

project --is

expected to get under way next semester with three top programs.

"We’re going to start off with a big splash," says Stephanie Green,
new Cultural Affairs Committee (CAC) chairman. "At first the programs will be strictly for entertainment; later on we’ll have deeper
presentations," she said.
"But this isn’t going to be what people call ’long-hair’."
Just what the programs will be next semester has not been dematic knockout punches, the weird cidedthe committee is officially two days old nowbut Miss Green
"Wild Strawberries," is now play- is determined they’ll be good.
ing at the Towne theater,
Following the off-with-a-big-splash theme, the Council may allot
"Strawberries" is a gloomy, $5000 to the committee to get started on.
subjective tale of an old man’s
fear of both death and the "liv*
*
*
big death," loneliness. In an opJazz and popular concerts, formerly handled by the Social Afening sequence, Bergman’s pro- fairs Committee, will be taken over by CAC. Miss Green says her
tagonist, an aging Swedish doc- committee will work closely with
tor, dreams he is lost in a lonely college departments (music, speech
street of vacant buildings. A and drama) on special projects.
clock on the side of a building
What kind of cultural affairs
has no hands but beats with the
53" junior
muffled thumping of a human does the hazel -eyed,
plan to bring here? She names
heart.
Bergman’s hero sees a man them:
Musicsymphonies, well-known
standing at the end of the street
and rushes to him. But when he soloists.
Speakerswriters, news anal touches the figure, it turns a faceless head toward him and disin- its (William Winters was here last
tegrates on the pavement. The year) among others.
I rightened doctor then sees a
Dancersballet, modern dance,
horse-drawn hearse approaching. folk groups from other countries.
One of the wheels comes off, spilldocumentary (the
Art films
ng the casket onto the street. Humanities Club already has starWhen the doctor looks Inside the
ted on this); possibly full-length
casket, he sees his own corpse.
features.
In this and other dream seDramaspecial readings (an art
quences. Bergman updates and
Charles
dramatically wields symbolic ex- form made popular by
STEPHANIE GREEN
perimental techniques used In Laughton).
... heads culture program
Comedy"Maybe. I don’t know
the ’30s by Cocteau, N’igo and
how much this contributes to culture," she
Damsel.
*
*
*
The result is a motion picture
Miss Green believes the program should include controversial
that deserves and demands prolonged reflection by the audience peopleon controversial subjects and hopes to bring some of the
in place of the usual casual in- personalities to campus that perform in San Jose Civic Auditorium.
She says the best time to present many of the programs will be
volvement evoked by lesser works.
on weekends. "Some weekends there just isn’t anything to do. Of
course we’ll have to plan the events around the times people will come."
The 19-year-old art -sociology major admittedly lacks experience
in organizing programs, cultural or othrrwise, but this doesn’t bother
P.Intered not areond 4111010. en [II or Snell her. "I’m just going to do it," she saya sincerely, "we all are."
24. 11131, at sun Jane. I 4111’,.rnlie unIt looks as if they will, too.
der the net of March 1. 10711. Mem-

J. Erlerulsort,
in’uft,Ns4.n.
r,f
will perform at
Tuesday;
Survey of Music Literature
dam,
0 ac.mtu.),Caloizzratrellailu. Ann
8.
Peggy Bari, Glenda
Parked
Ruth Williamson, Karen
Jaeobsan,
Barbara Johnson, Noreen
Nora.
helm, Michael Chang,
John Gomez.
Stephen Janzen, J. D.
Nichols and
Ma nuel Pa ft m4:

KBM

RENT

A TYPEWRITER
Special Stticicnt Rafe
MON IFIS

KENNEDY
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*

*

*

The Choraliers, directed by WilActio. )41.k. zipz.k.,/iMr-isj,
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E. San Fernando
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Old World Charm in Dining

1.34

America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau

Authentic Barvarian Food
Music Every Night
San Jose State’s FRED SOETJE
America’s greatest Rinky-Tink Piano styl; t

Billie Gallagher
on the piano

Die Rhinelander
Band

gar/.?
den
43
51 SO MARKET ST.

4116tau
CY 7-2002
CraIrst

trir

On ealIVIS mut.
(Author of "I II as a nen-age Dwarf ","7’he Many

Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

AMERICAN LITERATURE:
ITS CAUSE AND CURE
Today, as a service to students of American literature, this
column presents digests of two classic American noel,:

THE SCARLET LETTER
by Nathaniel "Strifty" Hawthorne
This is a heart-rending story of a humble New Eneland lags
named Hester Prynne who is so poor that she does nut have
what to eat nor a roof to cover her head. But she is a brave,
brawny girl and she never complains, and by and by her
patience is rewarded: in the summer of 1859 she wins a football
scholarship to Alabama.
Hard-working Hester soon wins her letter and everyone aye
she is a shoo-in for All-Conference honors, but along comes the
War Between the States and football, alas, is dropped fur the
duration.

Spa2tatiStaihi

ber Calif...Iola fliengpoper
AnaoclatIo. PublIalted daily by
Aspoclated Students of Sea Jose
state College.
t osturdey and
Sunday, during college year. Sub...relations rtecepted only on a reandader-of-achool-yeser
Amnia
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Pali et...teaser, 114i
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Students Invited

Several SJS foreign students
will take part in a local women’s
club Christmas program.
JIM ADAMS, Editor
The theme of the Pen Women’s
BILL CRAWFORD. Adv. Mgr,
DAY EDITOR (this nul . Email., Webb program is "International Christmas" and each foreign student will
News Editor
Joanne Osman tell how Christmas is celebrated
Copy Editor
Paul F. Elders in his homeland.
Photo Editor
Dan Bauer
Sports Editor....Gregery H. Brown
PATRONIZE
Wire Editor
Pete Walls
OUR ADVERTISERS
Society Editor....Geraldine Garden

to gyring

With the purchase of any suit from
Gordon’s newest Fall and Winter
shades and styles in all Wools,
Gabardines, Worsteds, Sharkskins!
Smart, handsomely tailored suits
from $49.95.

music Lecture, Performance
ali und;r73.vshicer, .Tuesday
Given Monday,
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STUDENT
SPECIALS
LUBRICATION
.
$1.50
CAR STORAGE-Monthly Rates
NITE PARKING
$7
6 p.m. to 8 a.m.
Day and Nite
$10

v.ctio

A-1 Auto Insurance

Pay as you Drive
Special Rates for
Married Students

Phone CH 3-6116
Day or Night

REXALL

YOUR DOWNTOWN
next to Woolworths

DRUG STORE

CHRISTMAS is on at REXALL
BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS PRESENTS NOW AND SAVE

ONE DOLLAR HOLDS ANYTHING
TILL XMAS. (Lay it away)

Trailer Rentals

and Towing Service
Brake Servic
Batters;
Tuneups
Auto

Charge it on First Nat’l or Bankainericard.
Take 6 months to pay.

BREHM BROS: ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
4TH and SAN FERNANDO

FIRST STREET
35 SA. First Street

REXALL

DRUG STORE
CY 2-8081

.
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Poor Hester goes back to New England. It is a bitter cold
winter and poor Hester, alas, does not have any svann clothing
except for her football sweater from Alabama, but that, alas,

has a big scarlet "A" on the front of it and she can hardly wear

such a thing in New England where Union sentiment rune to
high.
Pau. Hester, alas, freezes to death.

LITTLE WOMEN
by Louisa May "Bubbles" Aleott
The Marches are a very happy familyand for no discernibls
reason. They are poor as snakes; they work from cockcrow to
evensong; their dear old father Philip is away with the Cake
armies; and they can’t do a thing with their hair.
Still, nothing can dampen the spirits of madcap Mee, jocular
3o, buoyant Beth, animated Amy, and crazy old Mariner’,

the merry March girls laughingly call their lovable mother.
Well sir, one Christmas the March girls get an invitation 1C
ball. They are dying to go because they never have any furl, at
all except maybe a few chuckles during the hog -rendering
season. But Beth reminds her sisters that they can hardly go
traipsing off to a ball and leave gmor Mannee all alone at
Christmas time. The sisters swear a lot, but they firoAllY ere
with Beth.
Marquee, however, will not hear of it. "Land’s sakes, little
women!" she cries. "You must go to the ball and have some
fun. There will be fruit punch and Toll House cookies 10
Early American sandwiches. Best of all, there will be morns
dancing. Oh, how your father and I used to love that!"
"I never knew father could dance," cries Meg.
"Oh yeah?" cries Marmee. "You should have seen Fhb
monis."
"Was Philip a good morriser?" cries Jo.
"The best?" cries Marines. "Philip could monis in soft ps1
or flip-top box and was full of fine, fresh, natural mildness!
The girls are cheered to hear this and go to the ball libirTf5
stays home alone, but soon gets a wonderful surprise: PluliP
comes back from the war!
When the girls return from the ball, they find Marmee and
Philip morrising, and they cry "Huzzah!" and throw their poke
bonnets in the air, where they are to this day.
And speaking of literature, In our book the best selection 0.1
cigarettes on the market today comes from Philip 3forris
Inc.Marlboro filters: new Alpines, high filtration and hi
mentholand, of course, mild, unfiltered Philip Moms,
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1,ecember Doings:
the busiest December’s alsmt
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If Rate
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Continental Restaurant
MEXICAN
LEBANESE

FOODS

and AMERICAN
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1

SHISH-KA-BAB

Reservations
Cell CY 5-9519 for
Pre. Parties
Ws Cater to Banquets,
Special Rates to Organisations

Clara St.
1098 E. Santa
to pm except Tues.

Open Daily I I insAdrian Daniel, Managing -Owner
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,..the tobacco that outsells
all other imported tobaccos
combined! Try it and your
very first puff will tell you
why. There’s more pleasure
in smooth -smoking, even.
turning, long-lasting, mild
AMPHORA.
Popular priced, and More
for your money, too- full 2
ounces in every pack! Blended
in Holland. In handy pouches
and tins. come in and try it
todayl

2 -OZ

POUCH

40’

7-4

erfanu,

Carrcil & Bishop
70 E SANTA CLARA ST

Humidor Cigar Store
tier cold
clothing
at, nlaP,
!Ily wear
, runs 60

330 S FIRST ST

By ,BIANNI. 0051 tiN,
"Alas my love, you’, done me
wrong to treat me so discourteously"- that’s Greensleeves which is
pretty close to "Greenteleeves Magic" which will be presented tomorrow and next Saturday in the
Studio Theater at 10 a.m., 1 and .3
p.m. Speech and drama studeu-.
will perform in the children’s pliiv
*
*
*
The sorority gals will OHM
their talents tonight in Morris
Dailey as the 10th annual All Greek Show is presented. Don’t
get the idea the show is just for
greeks---thev put it oat--bait the
Independents e
to %stitch It.
*
*
*
Going up to the Gay City? Why
not make a night of it up on the
Starlit.. Room of the Sir Francis
Drake Hotel?
Twenty
stories
above the town; big, big picture
windows, all add up to one of the
best views you can get of the city
at night.
*
*
*
That "Old Black Magic" man
Louie Prima (not Billie Daniels)
and deadpan Keely Smith will be
making the sounds out at Longshore Auditorium in S.F. for nine
nights beginning tonight. Two
shows on weekends: 8:30 and 11.
*
*
*
Bobby Sargent, well-known
young comedian, will be seen at
Lou’s Village through tomorrow
night. Sargent, a writer and actor as ;Veil as comedian, uses
many different dialects In his
night club iwt.
Ile has three
shows a night at the Village.
*
*
*
In December, all thoughts turn
to Christmas and with this in
mind, the Hotel Claremont in Berkeley is featuring a
Christmas
Tree Festival today through Dec.
10 from 5 to 11 p.m.
*
*
*
Handers "Messiah" will also remind people of Christmas when it
is sung by the San Jose Municipal
Chorus MOnday at the Scottish
Rite Temple at 8:15. The beautiful
oratorio is one of the most popular
Christmas pieces throughout the
country.

,

Remember the Outside, at Ow
Inside? (I’m going round in circl.
again). The Palo Alto cot fee house
Is now offering a special $1 student admission lee Wednesday
ni hts to seey Los Flatus cocoa de la &alma dance at the,
’unique rooftop night club. Exotic
toffees, pastries, and cheeses also
are available at 642 High St., Palo
Alto.
*
*
*
The earthy, interprethe folk
singing of Josh White can he
heard tonight at 5:30 :it the Berkeley t onamettli
lir,ter. Mar -

joeula
mute, es
mother.
tion to a
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ardlygo
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st Mortis

really
a sad
tale
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Best SellersI-sLofaniddonAnNyotMSacre
(,)

Richard Egan, as Miss Dee’s understanding father, sties onee
lifeguard at the "simmer place," but has net anted a illlionaire
with yacht, frigid wife and darling daughter lice In tow,

tha Schlamme will join "old pro"
White for an evening of entertainment that will be a "must"
for lovers of genuine folk

’

FICTION
Advise and Consent
IsodusDear and Glorious Physician -

-------’5

I

Is on

4 p
Pizza with a "Personality’.
HOUSE OF PIZZA
395 Alrnodt-n Ave.
CY 7.9905

A EiM t.uto Repair
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Hidnmatic
Powerglide
-student rates455 E San Salvador
CY 5-4247

Complete Line of Police Uniforms
and Accessories
PEERLESS HANDCUFFS
THUMBCUFFS

RAINWEAR

FLASH MAGNIFIERS

BELTS AND BUCKLES

BADGES

HOLSTERS

SHOES

CLUBS

CAPS

POLICE WHISTLES

(Charge Accounts Welcomed)

S & D Uniform Co.
401

lie rekindles an old affair with Miss McGuire arid has himself one
ripsnorter of a long, hot summer with Miss McGuire in the boathouse.
The rub occurs when Miss Ford, Egan’s bitter half, discovers
from the gamekeeper that the two have been keeping late hours.

* HE AND MISS DEE, meanwhile (are you still with me?) are
doing a little extra -curricular smooching on their own in joist about
ery spot Miss Dee knows of; she never runs low on hideouts.
*
*
*
(One snatch of dialogue goes like so: Miss Dee: "Are you bad,
Tip of the Week: Beginning Dec.
.14Intly? live you been bad with girls before?")
29, the celebrated
Polish State
it turns out "Johnny" IS had with Miss Dee!: their halos slip
Folk Ballet will present six proand the movie resolves itself via Hollywood’s own bass ackward
grams of music and dance impormorality system, with Miss McGuire and Egan emerging the Hetations at the San Francisco Oproes right along with Miss Dee and Donahue.
era House. More than 100 cosLest we not forget the first couple have adulterated themselves.
tumed singers and dancers will
perform
folksongs,
Krakowiak the second broken chastity.)
Heroes come in all shapes nowadays.
dances, mountaineer ballets and
The occasional good screenwriting on "A Summer Place," coupled
the Polanaise. Tickets are available at Sherman-Clay Box Office. with the post -card photography of Cannel, are marred by tile Ti-sic’
Romance-story and dialogue.
in San Francisco and Oakland.

Ism has a
the
sight bank. London’s -Left Hank ’
as a square -mile area on the right
bank of the Thames. It is called
’Chelsea and it is full of artists,
sc riters and beat niks.
I Al I

Master Donahue ("A newcomer" -oh, goodie!, always seems
if he has mistakenly stumbled onto the set, and has actually come
deliver the groceries; his performance is as breathtaking as a is
fish sandwich.

BOBBY SARGENT
. . . comedy "find"

NPAItTAN DAILY-11

JLItla NACHMAN
Drama Editor
The Ugly American-VT ;um J. I.
* TWO MAJOR ERRORS evident in "A Summer Place,’ at the
IA Theater, are: first, that Warner Bros. decided to make this little erar and Lqer.a L. B.,rd
This Devil’s Advocate-’.
!acting lark available to the public; and two, that professionals such as
The Thirteenth Apostle-.
Arthur Kennedy and Dorothy McGuire have to act alongside two fugiThe
Pr.nr
tii;,,,cnsat fj uroem .Aa sseuvneicnt he rgpr aladcee.Clitsrls2Tatsiouplusgeoritec, .Shannieduriaw.r.leehu t a
theToinolyy The Cave-Rc.t.et,
Pinkness and the D..,
t.,
colors the audience notices are black and white.
Dr. Zhivago - E..P., sr,
All the Kindly People are lined up on one side of the sereen
NON.FICTION
and all the Huddles on the other; this Is so the audience will not
Act One
confuse the its., forces.
The Status Seekers-V ,
"A Slimmer PI aCe" which should have been subtitled "Life Can
Folk Medicine-I. C
Be Nauseous" at,,, stars Richard Egan and Constance Fu:-d, who may
, ,
For 2c Plein
rapidly be written ’’It as "horrible" before going on to the lithe, matt,
The Elements of Style-,’
this film brings up- namely Sex.
e

It,. is Donahue’s father, sand at one instance In the film informs sweet-faced Troy that hls best girl, Miss Dee, is "nothing
hut a succulent little wench."
After Kennedy’s slur, Troy spits back: "She’s NOT Is wench!
She’s everything a girl should be:" (Could this be a con(rudiethin?

EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
(3 blocks from school)

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR r_11 DOWNTOWN HOTEL
for

COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES
From $4.50 to $7.00
Drive-in Garage
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
Ralph G. Caldwell, Manager

CYprpss 4-9404
esocit ’CONSTINCIfON

’IRE

TflEVIS16$4

845601R ROOM’;

toner SkIP

E4)LENTAIli

MONTGOMERY.. -HOTEL
South First St. at San Antonia

San Jose, California

thrust and parry
’No Need To Check
Citizens Loyalty’
EDITOR: N1r. lianse.n, there are
plenty of things wrong with the
loyalty oath. No student should
have to give written proof of his
loyalty in a democratic state. The
loyalty oath is a direct infringement upon our freedom of thought:
for, if a person does not sign the
oath, he is socially pressured from
his job, the clubs to which he belongs on the assumption that lir"is a communist. He could be
monarchist or an anarchist.
This social pressure forces the
individual to think in only the required form. The lives of many
persons were ruined during the
reign of Mr. McCarthy and the
subsequent Red scare,
Secondly, since our government
is said to be the best form, the

most free, there should be no need
to check a citizen’s loyalty; the
-should he
assumption being there
no worry as to the loyalty of the
citizens which- comprise it.
All I can see in the administering of the loyalty oath is doubt on
the part of a few that our government does not appeal to its cidzens.
GARY CLEMENS
ASH 9894

Calls ’Censorship’
,
Maternal Instinct’
EDITOR: 1,cking tip books in
cages is a form of censorship, regardless of the maternal instincts
of librarians.
It is understandable that rare
and expensive books should be pro
tected from theft or damage, bil!
I cannot accept the pronounce -

This

seernible
acrow to
le Union

’A Summer Place
Long, Hot, Poor

* KENNEDY, DESPITE THE DIALOGUE, manages to
his role off superbly; Miss McGuire rates a second-best medal.
Kennedy plays the villain, married to Miss McGuire, and he
drunken nogoodnik, a bitter cynic who owns a defunct, fashion:dd.
resort in Maine. I S-s -s. I

EN MEMORIAM
is

Friday, December 4.’197,9

Intermission

of the passing of the 1959 football season. Gone are the games
victory toasts and the fun of rehashing the games while listening
to a banjo and piano belt out
Dixieland Music.

THERE’S A BRIGHT SIDE TO EVERYTHING

---)\

Eut now basketball season is upon us. We salute the (11%,
SJS cagers and hope they have a successful season.
Everyone had a good time at Hambones after the
We’ll have
football games, but we think you will have even a
/
a ball after
better time during the coming months.
the garies

merit t ha t students,
even those teem, admiration all will be ours.
with "evil minds," should be proHow ran It be that we have
tected from the influence of books. deterred so long from giving to
these Ivy-covered halls a name
This paragraph from John
which will tell the WORLD that
Milton’s "Areopagitica" is pertiwe are not is pell LOCAL colnent:
lege, but a norld college.
’Since, therefore, the knowledge
Wouldn’t he surprised if the
and mime), of vice is in this world
so necessary to the constituting of C.N. awarded special finals for
human virtue, and the scanning of more student parking lots on the
error to the confirmation of truth, , N.W.C. campus; maybe even school
how can we more safely, and with sweaters for everyone with a taro.
less danger, scout into the regions N.W.C. emblazoned on the fro!,.
of sin and falsity, than by reading and back arid collar.
And yet more glory. Arai,
all manner of tractates and hearing all manner of reason? And this may make pilgrimages (I -Is the benefit which may be had cornet’s of the earth to N .5%
that they may be lauded with .,
of hooks promiscuously read."
JAMES R. CI-141FR tory wreaths in the parking lot
Spartan Stadium (in time We III.,
ASR 5566
have to change that name, tosi

Student Proposes
SJS Name Change
EDITOR: I hereby propose that
ke name of San Jose State College be changed to "New World
College"
and that this
change be effected as soon as possible in order that some crafty
junior college or trade school doesn’t place its hid before ours.
Think of it! Prestige, power,
distinction, praise Is, nor. glory e,

I

Not to be seared at I% Elif. fact
that a big, fat NEW WORLD
t’OLLEGE on your diploma still
make it about 99 per cent iiiii re
effective for would-be emplo ers, fraternal and %OHIO orders.
and friends.

Is there now any doubt in
minds as to the course of acts,
which we must and shall make
NW.. N
I
!
LEON SPRESIA:
ASK 55:0

HALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash the easy way and save!
WASH 20c
DRY 10c
COIN OPERATED

SOFT WATER
S

Removal
Sale
Everything
Goes!
Ivy League Sport Shiris siss
Reg. 53.95
Behr shirts also reduced

IVY SLACKS
Better slocts

reduced

Mazers and Sport Coats
Reg. 529.50
Betf’er sports coots o!sn reduced

$19 75

a

IVY SUITS

$

Reg. 549.50

POP

9 75

Better suits also reduced

NOW .. COMMUNITY SINGING
’oft peek
ildriese
Manna,
e: PhiliP
mee
Like

puks

!eflon of
Morris
Ind light

On Tuesday and Friday nights the Spartans play their
league games. So, on these nights our entertainment
will feature community singing. With our casual atmosphere we feel that this is a natural. It starts Tuesday. Why not stop by and join in the fun?

Elanhan,ericard
International Cha,ge

WE STILL HAVE
EN fERTAINMENT
WED., THURS., FRI.,
and SAT. NIGHTS

HAMBONES
417 South First Street

quire
, $liop
EP

g

For Pizza To Go
Call CY 3-5900

OPEN EVERY NIGHT
UNTIL CHRISTMAS

U -Do -IT LAUNDROMAT
171 South 3rd

Open 24 hrs.

-Trod;Vololly Yours -

87 SOUTH

FlRST STREET

4SPARTAN
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Exotic

Poise-n-Ivy

SORORITIES
ALPHA CHI OMEGA

Tuesday night the ladies of Alpha Chi Omega and the Pi Kappa
Alpha men got together for an ex-

by gerry garden
Society Editor
WITH 1671 GREEKS on campus, 925 women in 12 sororities,
and 746 men in 13 fraternities, a
wide variety of colorful pins can
be spotted by the alert student.
This little pin carries with It
many consplicated traditions.
Presenting a fraternity badge to
a girl is known as "pinning."
This romantic custom has !4pel’illi
significance and an etiquette all
its own.
The pin itself is a shapely scrap
of gold and enamel, often decorated with stones such as pearls, rubies and diamonds. Prices range
from $3.50 to $31.
THE MEANING OF PINNING,
to college men and women, is an
announcement that they are in
love and that they intend to be
married. Generally the future is
more uncertain than it is when an
engagement is announced.
According to McCall’s maga-

REICL Of(
SECRETARIAL
COLLEGE
for
Positions
with a
FUTURE

rine, a pinning does not imply
parental consent for marriage.
At S.IS it is traditional for the
Whole fraternity to serenade the
girl at her boarding house or sorority.
The pin is worn on a blouse or
sweater or on a daytime dress on
the left side, approximately over
the heart. A pin is never worn
with bermudas, shorts or evening
dresses. Some romantics wear the
pin on their slips when dressed
formally.
Dating other fellows or gals is
taboo if the pinned couple go to
the same college. If they attend
different schools, and distance
makes it impossible for them to
see each other often, their understanding may include dating.
*
*
*
IF THE WOMAN DATES, she
usually wears the pin. If she doesn’t, for all intents and purposes
she is available again.
If the girl belongs to a sorority, she wears the sorority pin
too, usually above and a little
to the right of the fraternity pin.
(A man never wears a sorority

I On.)

change. New pledge is Janice Anderson.
ALPHA OMICRON PI
Recognition roses were awarded
to Nancy Jorgensen, outstanding
pledge; Irene Woodworth, for her
work during rush; Susan Quist,

rush chairman; and Nancy Jahn,
homecoming float chairman.
Monday evening a dinner will
be held at the house in honor of
Founders Day. The sorority was
founded in 1897.

TRES CHICA gal can have
that sleek look for that holiday
party in a simple sheath made
of Alencon lace. The round
neckline, short sleeves, with a
belt and flower at the waist,
combine for simplicity of design which is quite pleasing to
the eye. The dress, fully taffeta
lined, sells for under ;II in a
local store. It comes in beige,
royal blue or black. Additional
inquiries may be addressed to
the Society Editor.

Although many experts frown on
going steady, they do not disapprove of pinning. Many have said
that it i an exceptionally wholeSecretaries are in demand
some and sound custom. They bePrepare now for unusual iob
lieve that it gives young people
opportunities! You can choose
a chance to test their ability to
one of several courses:
get along with each other without
LI Executi,,o Secretarial
the greater commitment of an enLegal Secretarial
gagement.
lirewral Secretarial
If the couple do not get along,
there is little social pressure to
Effective Placement Service
prevent their breaking off the reResidence for out -of-Sown students
In prep., ’ion for the annual
Powell
523 SUTTER. c o
lationship. Pinning is like being enSAN FRANCISCO
EX. 2-5232
Cinderella Ball the members of
gaged to be engaged.
Theta Xi fraternity sent "prince
charrnings" to visit each sorority
to select candidates for their contest.
The candidates are Carolyn
Winneger, Alpha C’hi Omega; Jean
Davis, Alpha Omicron Pi; Joan
Bagley, Alpha Phi; Andrea Larkin,
Chi Omega; Denine Hilbish, Delta
Gamma: Donna Gust, Delta Zeta;
Choice of:
Janet Coristantino, Gamma Phi
Beta; Sue Lovely, Kappa Alpha
Enchilada - Taco - Tamale ...
Theta; Karen Murdock, Kappa
Delta: Carlene Warren, Kappa
Plus Rice, Beans, Salad
Kappa Gamma; Kathy O’Brien,
Phi Mu; Mary Sue Wilson, Sigma
Kappa.
4th and St. James
The contestants will meet at
_ the fraternity I se Wednesday
for a dinner event
Crowning will take place during the Cinderella Ball, held Dec.
11. at Shadowbrook Lodge, in Capitola.
AND
At midnight the contestants will
choose from 12 identical shoe box-

Theta Xi Chooses
Cinderella Entries

COMBINATION
PLATE

5

Tico’s Tacos

Shank’s Drive-In Cleaners
SHIRT LAUNDRY

APPROVED SANITATION DRY CLEANING
"In at 9:00 a.m.

Out at 5:00 p.m."

ONE DAY SERVICENO EXTRACHARGE

SPECIAL
one week only

Sweaters
55e
CY 3-3701

2nd & San Carlos

es. The person who picks the box
containing white satin slippers will
be Cinderella.

Sorority To Hold
Swedish Dinner

The Sigma Kappa sorority women will act as hostesses for some
.10 faculty members and administration at their annual Scandinaj vian Christmas dinner to be held
Sunday.
Coeds dressed in costumes will
2,Teet the guests; entertainment for
he event, will also follow the old
:-;wedish traditions.
General chairman for the event
Mary Phillips. Dr. Alice Demerit

Low Cost All Expense
Student Tours
Mr. Ozzie Hilton, owner and operator of Hilton Tours, will be in our office Saturday,
December 54. Come in and meet ’Orzie- and discuss your student tours for 1960.
10 em, to 2:00 o -c,

5 exciting tours to choose from
5 separate departure dates

Vage

Iitodente APuf Co.

ALPHA PHI
The Alpha Phi ladies and the
men of Sigma Chi fraternity held
a box social dessert last night.
The group participated in games,
served to Vicki Greenlee, Kappa
dancing and entertainment.
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS,
Kappa Gamma; Sally Newman,
DELTA GAMMA
This afternoon 35 Delta Gam- Chi Omega; Gretchen Haug, Alpha
ma actives will board a bus for
College of Pacific, Stockton, to
initiate members of a newly
formed chapter of DO on that
campus. The sorority at COP Is
It’s Still Barbeque Time At
a local group that will assume
the DO name and charter. The
San Jose ladies will return Saturday evening after a banquet.
DELTA ZETA
We furnish the top sirloins, and you do the rest.
Last week the ladies of Delta
Bring your friends end barbeque your own steaks.
Zeta entertained Jeanean Maes,
Includes French Bread, Butter,
national traveling secretary for
and Salad ...
DZ. Wednesday the ladies held
their scholarship dinner. Persons
with higher grades ate steak and
wore casual clothes, others with
lower grades ate chicken, hamburger and beans and wore dressier
Dancing Friday and Saturday NitesFloor Shows
clothes.
Sunday Jam Sessions 5 to 9
GAMMA PHI BETA
Private Party and Banquet Room Available--Seats 1.50
The ladies of Gamma Phi Beta
Make New Year’s Reservations Now,
sorority recently held their scho$10 per personall you can drink and breakfast!
larship dinner; food served them
Bayshore at Lafayette, Santa Clara
CH 8.2938
was in relation to their grades received last semester. Some ate
steak and wore casual clothes;
others wore formals and ate beans.
Receiving honors are Jeanne
Battersby for the highest grades
and Sybil Johnson for the greatest
improvement.
KAPPA DELTA
Kappa Delta pledges were honored at the pledge dance held last
week at the Pioneer Inn, Woodside. The group dined and danced
to Walt Tollson’s band music.
Pledges were presented lavaHers, which were given by their
big sisters.
KD’s visited the Delta Upsilon
house for an informal coffee
hour recently.
Marie Misfeldt is a new pledge.
MAGNOLIA, TRANQUIL
MANORS
Autumn Leaves was the theme
of the first activity of the fall season for Magnolia Manor and Tranquil Manor, co-sponsors of a dance
held recently.
The Notables, a trio from University of Santa Clara, furnished
the music. Chaperones were Mr.
and Mrs. Ratan from Magnolia
Manor and Mr. and Mrs. Tranquilla from Tranquil Manor. Sponsors
were Dr. and Mrs. James Asher.

NINO’S 1440 CLUB

si

2

DUAL FILTER DOES IT!

Michelle Ostrom was chairman
of the event.
PHI MU
This week the Phi Mu ladies are
entertaining their District President, Mrs. Rinerson. In her honor
the pledges gave a party Wednesday.
New pledges are Nancy Lobkicker, Charlene Glovannoni,
Linda Tanforani, Linda Grable,
Sharon Christiansen and Pat
Morelli.
SIGMA KAPPA

from the San Jose Day Nursery
for a Christmas party. There will
be refreshments, games and gifts
for all the children.
Connie Swank, a junior education major who transferred from
San Bernardino Valley College, is
a new SK pledge.

FRATERNITIES
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
brothers and their dates plan to
travel to Brookdale Lodge, in the
Santa Cruz mountains, for the an--

TELEVISION
BUY OR RENT
100 sets to choose from

$985 to $1495.00

SUBSTANTIAL GUARANTEE
ON ALL SETS
Nei sepalr or service chess@ en rentals
Fin+ Month’s Rent Can Be
Used as Down Paymont
If You Decide to Purchase

"Quality With Economy"
Eliot sits! \tI i,rs

TRAVEL ADVISORS

LIBERAL CREDIT TERMS

The Firirst of Everything in Travel

CY 7-2121

Women

fluid Christmas Dinner iii,tnce to Phi; Sue Harris, Gamma Phi Beta;
and Karen Flippen, Kappa Alpha annual Cinderella Ball to be ho
be held Dec. 11.
Dec. 11 at Shadowbrook
Theta.
DELTA UPSILON
Ledo
The queen will be crowned by Capitols.
A party wills Sigma Alpha EpPenGirl Sue
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The men of Theta
foottig
are making preparations for their game.
SIGMA CHI
Monday the candidates for the
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi contest will be entertained at the
fraternity house.
Yesterday the IsrtstIsiirs pa rileIpated in an exchange is It ii the
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, JR,
ladies of Alpha Phi.
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
PROFESSIONAL PHARMACISTS
The five finalists in the Phi Sigma Kappa Moonlight Girl contest
OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT
were entertained at the fraternity
PHONE CYpress 3-7500
house Tuesday night. Dinner was

Wednesday the Sigma Kappa
,nri Mrs. Norine Mitchell are fa- ladies and the men of Delta Sigma
Phi will play host to 40 children

EUROPE 1960

24 E. SAN FERNANDO

What’s Doin’

Mr. Ouic Hilton

TV Rentals Co.
Ons block south of Seers
454 Mari4;4n Pd
ry 4 till

POPULAR FILTER PRICE

Filters as no single filter can
for mild, full flavor!
Here’s how the Dual Filter does it:

1

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL..
nitely proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth
2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the
real thing in mildness and tale tobacco taste!

NEW
DUAL
FILTER
Produrt qf
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1:11:",-e-7.
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Spartans Blasted, 69-31

ate Cold; Hit Next Tuesday?
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PUNCTUAL TRAINLATE
--A Swiss busiLANDON (UPI)
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because they
Express
taLondon
train on time, had to
kept the
ceremonies yesterday be.
delay the
train was 35 minute.,
the
cause
late.

GREGORY II. BROV \
Sports Editor
Stanford University stretched its home game victory
skein to 17 straight games last night by trampling a defenseless -offenseless San Jose State basketball team, 69-31, at
Stanford.
The Indians jumped off to a quirk 4-0 lead with two
minutes gone, stretched it to 21-10 midway in the first half,
and then with their reserves in, took a 32-23 half-time lead.
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EXTRA POINTS

0
SURE THING
LOS ANGELES (UPI)
By GREGORY II. BRIM N
Sam
Baseball’s unrestricted trading continues until Dee. 15 with all Williams, Los Angeles Rams end
who starred at Michigan State beteams throwing in

everything but their stadium to come up with
player strength for next season’s horsehide wars.
can’t help but wonder how teams feel a great Sense of accomplishment when they trade some of their most talented players to fill
a gap in one particular position.

SO ... I’M A BRAVE
In particular I am referring to the Milwaukee Braves. All right
you got me! . . . I’m a died in the wool Brave fan and I have bee-,,
for some time and when I read that Warren Spahn is on the tradiaz
block I wonder what dazed notion the Braves have in getting rid -.1
their "money player" who has carried them on his shoulders the
The big intramural football umpty-ump seasons.
Second base is a problem for the Milwaukee outfit hut to give
question may loom for another
up a 20-game winner (for many seasonal for a Yankee castoff like
week as yesterday’s championship
Gil MacHougaid, Is pure lunaey. No matter uhu the Brli% e% con
tilt between the AlDs and the
get for the services of their crafty left-hander, the Beertown fans
Theta (’his resulted In a 6-6 deadare going to get short changed.
lock at River Glen Park.
SItscDOUGALD, A 20-GAME WINNER?
Last week, the two teams battlSpahn won 21 games for the second place team la.st season. Doss
ed to a 7-7 tie at Spartan Stadium. many does the Brave front office think MacDougald can win at second
Theta Chi struck in the second base? He certainly won’t do it on the strength of his hitting. A goo-I
quarter when they gained posses- field-no hit in my book isn’t worth a 20-game winner in any leago..
Besides, 20-game winners are becoming a rarity in baseball.
sion of the ball on the 21 yard line
It has been said by the apologetic Braves that the only reason
after a bad pass from center forcthey are even considering a deal for Spahn, who has won 20 or more
ed Deke Smith to punt low.
games during 10 different seasons is that they wish more work furOn a fourth down play, TC quar- their young pitchers like Joey Jay,
terback lofted a high pass to Tom Juan Pizarro and Carlton Willey.
(Termite) McClelland who sailed
SHOWER CORPS
Funny ... it seems only yesterInto the end zone evading Dick
Sanita’s diving attempt to make day I remember these headline
the tag. McClelland was a sleeper rookies struggling along in a relief role during last season and
on the play.

fore entering the National Football League, was drafted by the
Rams before he ever appeared in a
varsity game in college.

San Jose
Fairways
The enly Sheltered
Driving Range
in Son Jose
Amro!e Grar.s Area

Student Rates
HOURS
Weekdays
Sat. & Sun.
9 to 9
9 to

The winners were pumping bas-+
John Windsor, with 12 points,
kets through the hoop at the rate
of 50 per cent in the first half, and Bud Bowling, with 10, led
Just East of N. First St. and
while the Spartans had to be con- the divided Stanford scoring.
Bayshore at 230 E. Brokaw Rd.
THE HOUSE OF FLOWERS
Eleven
Indians hit the scoring
tent with 32 per cent, mostly from
CYprss 5-9542
to give evidence of the team efoutside.
fort exerted by the Stanforditen.
NOT FOR LONG
Starting the second half, the Com+ IlooJe Dailmar got a
Spartans were only nine points good look at his entire roster
down and still in the game. After ixith the second unit looking althe start of the final stanza, how- most as Impretedve as the first
ever, it was apparent that the as they gradually pulled away
BOUQUETS State quintet was in over its head during the late stages of the
.CORSAGES
0Y2-0462 10th & Santa Clara as It only hit one field goal the game.
The important extra point failed ending up with a cold shower and
entire second half. Coach Walt
Vie Corl with seven points along
beer.
McPherson’s boys couldn’t get With Joe McGrath’s equal amount as Thompson was smothered by
Pizarro has made more trips
close enough to see the basket as of tallies were high for the San Joe Doolittle and Jerry Reneau to the minima
and back to the
FAIRGROUNDS
Coach Howie Dallmar’s alert In- Joseans. The locals managed only while attempting to pass.
majors titan most of the chessFAIRWAYS
dians kept the Spartans away with eight field goals for the entire
Darkness forced both captains piece managers around. Jay,
their constant pressing defense. game.
to agree on a 25 play limit instead whom former manager Fred HaGolf Course
which seemed to befuddle the visiRCM) OFFENSE
of the normal 30 for the second ney described as "lazy and inHOLE PITCH and PUTT
tors throughout the game.
The Stanford crew, ball-hawking half.
dolent," low never won more
Time
after
time,
to
particularly
the
end,
used
a
pressing
man
Student rate 500
AID signal caller Jim Erbes fin- than a handful of games in a
THE HUNGER FOR KNOWLEDGE, VERSUS
In the second half, the Indians to man defense which time after
ally engineered a drive in the third season. Willey, the strikeout arSpecial price on driving range for
hit from close in hut when it time caused the Spartan offense
OUTSIDE STIMULATION
students.
uarter when he began thmwing list In his rookie season, is now
was the Spartans’ turn at the to sputter and spit and come to
the
"gopher
ball
king"
of
the
complete
’l
and
running
the
AID
team
down
most
See Jose’s
bucket they were casting off almost a complete halt in the
GROWLER: How you’re grades, Max?
golfing motor
the field. Erbes alternated tosses fast -bailing sect.
from 20 and 80 feet and miss- final stages of the game.
10TH & TULLY ROAD
to Smith and Sanita to give the
WORK NOT ANSWER
MAX: Not tco good.
ing. The Spartans managed their
By virtue of its win, Stanford AlDs the ball on the TC 19 yard
Last season, Fred Haney gave
lone bucket with half the last
hasn’t been beaten len their home line. From there, Erbes fired a
GROWLER: I don’t like the textbooks this year.
these "youngsters" all the work
period gone and this was their
court since 1958, when they were bullet into the waiting arms of they could handle and they didn’t
MAX: The noise is killing my appetite for knowledge.
downed by l’SC in a night con- Smith who was smothered by TC rise to the occasion . . . how is
KEROSENE CLUB . only score in 16 attempts.
test.
ONLY 26 PER CENT
365 E. Julian
safety Bill Harvey hut still man- more work going to make a drastic
GROWLER: Are they tearing the building: down, or building
With their dismal second half
presents
In the freshman game preced- aged to hang onto the ball.
them up?
difference?
, showing, the Spartans hit a piti- ing the varsity encounter, the very
Dancing Nightly
Spahn broke into the majors 15 ,
The following play, chaos broke
MAX: Neither: it’s all a plan to destroy the moral of the
ful 26 per cent from the floor for fine Stanford yearling basketball
...h
as Erbes fired a pass intended years ago with these same Braves !
students.
the entire game. Stanford, having team topped the Spartans, 56-45,
AL BUCKLEY
for end Danny Mat low, but the under the managerial reins of
one of their better nights offen- with Bob Summers tallying 16
none other than Casey Stengel.
GROWLER:
I thought so.
ball
was
deflected
and
AID
tackle
QUARTET
sively and defensively, hit 28 field points. His efforts weren’t good
Spahn feels he can keep going for
Reneau gathered the ball in.
MAX:
They
are
all against us.
goals in 64 attempts for a 45 per enough for high point man. howseveral seasons so does SlaughHis body was well over the goal ter, Vernon, Musial. Williams,’
cent total.
THREE CLEFS
ever, as Spartababe Bill RobertGROWLER:
You
can’t learn if you can’t hear.
son hit 21 points for his second line but the referee ruled that the etc.) and the Yankees take him
Folk Singing Nightly
carried
over.
An
been
had
not
ball
MAX: Profound thought.
consecutive 21 -point effort, to pace
for his word. Spahnnie, however,
argument followed.
the scoring.
has a little edge over most of the
Din"" Si "
MORAL: If you’re hungry for knowledge, you will be smart
Saturday night the Spartans will
From that point on the teams grey-beards of the mound corps.
to go to LARKS.
tackle the Denver Pioneers up at played at a stalemate with the lie paces himself well and can
Denver. The game will be broad- end result being a tie. Once again, pitch with just two days rest,
cast over station KEEN with Bob Dale Swire will confer with the something even some aged out181 E. SANTA CLARA STREET
captains to reach another decision. fielders can’t do.
Blum at the mike.
Sigma Chi cupped team honors
Wednesday at the annual ,intraMAYFAIR
Vaughn’s Expansion Sale
Vaughan’s Expansion Sale
Vaughan’s Expansion Sale
Vaughn’s Expansion Sale
fraternity bowling tournament kr’
III Color
s..
twirl at Mel’s Palm Bowl.
o<
"NORTH BY
Sigma Chi’s 73R.5 pin total was
51
pins
better
than
second
place
CP
NORTHWEST"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and nearly 3
3.
Gary Grant - Eva Marie Saint 100 more than Alpha Tau Omega

BAKMAS

1,IFC Keg Title
pole SLATE To Sigma Chi

James Mason
PLUS

in the third spot.
Defending champion Theta Chi,
having trouble in the last two
games, had to settle for a fourth
place finish.
John Gantner of Sigma Chi garnered top individual honors for
high game, high series and high

"BADLANDERS"
£r. -,t
in Ladd
GAY THEATER
"Anatomy of a Murder"
.:- .
,hryn Grant
"The Two-Headed Spy"
’yck Hawkins
HURRY...Ends Sohirday

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
"THE WARRIOR AND
THE SLAVE GIRL"
in color
s^ey’s award -winning

010

"AMA GIRLS"
Th,00 Stooges In
HAVE ROCKET, WILL TRAVEL"
r

EL RANCHO
Drive-in
’A WOMAN LIKES SATAN"
L

P

J

lto

Bardot
Pr’ -o in.

"THE BAT"

t 1,,,

tourney’s only other "200" g.t
The consistant Elliott had g
of 175, 185 and 202 for a 565 c.
and a 187 average.

Books for Sale
books

-c

will
Etlf II
and 111.1
he on sale at the Book Fair, spongored by the Women’s Auxiliat
the Santa Clara County M(sd
Society, on Tuesday and Wetincsday from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. at First LA
and San Carlos Sts.
Proceeds from the sale of fiction, non-fiction, texts, cook books,
encyclopedias, and pocket books C
will support the auxiliary’s Nurses 0
Scholarship Fund. This fund an-

2

SHIRTS

SPORT

5.95

COATS

SWEATERS

(Split with a buddy I

JACKETS
SUITS
t

2

2

for

for

59.50

12.95

(Two may participate)

(Bring a friend, make
a steal)

SLAX
ETC., ETC., ETC.

enhi

CY 7-3060

One of the
few great motion
pictures of

Archer Winston, N.V. Post -". .

fl

for

COTTON PANTS

PHILADELPHIA (UPI) -- Wilt

TOWNE THEATER

A,

eni
"HAPPY IS THE BRIDE"
.161

sual.cqtisb:ur2soudmx3

Jim Lutz, Mgr.

ABLE.

Chamberlain, Philadelphia Warriors’ seven-foot, one-inch rookie,
averaged 36.4 points a game in his
first five National Basketball As0
sociation outings.
VI

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

OF)IRTHE

CAREFULLY SELECTED CHRISTMAS MERCHANDISE WILL BE SOLD AT COST
OR BELOW TO STUDENT CARD HOLDERS. EARLY SELECTION IS ADVIS-

0

nually awards four scholarships to IV
nurse candidates, reported Mrs. Il
N. MacKinnon. publicity chairman
of the auxiliary.

FOR

THE TRUTH HURTS, BUT OUR TIMING WAS POOR AND WE ARE FORCED
TO SELL OUR ENTIRE STOCK BEFORE OUR NEW STORE (3 TIMES LARGER) IS COMPLETED. A LARGE PERCENTAGE OF OUR SPECIALIZED AND

c

a?

"ANNA LUCASTA"

Plus

x

LLI

00011) START

PLUS

till.

2

0

Vt
C
.0
average. Gantner rolled games of ;
209, 177 and 199 for a 583 pin
total and a 195 average.

SAE’s Terry Elliott had
PLUS

EXPANSION SALE

VAUGHN’S
121 S. 4th Street

OPEN

STUDENT
CLOTHING
UNION

a
(SALE IN SAN JOSE STORE ONLY)

THURS. ’TIL 9

A Merry Comedy in Merrie Old England
- Terry Thomas

Janette Scot’

Joyce Grenfel

STARTS WED., NOV. 25 . . . Two weeks or longer

Vaughn’s Expansion Sale

Vaughan’s

Expansion Sale

Vaughn’s

Expansion

Sale

Vaughn’s Expansion Sale

New Defense Secretary

Friday, December 4, 1959
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Department News

AEC Offers 70 Grants

K-P EDUCATION MAJORS
Kindergarten -primary education
majors planning to take piano
tests must immediately contact either Miss Francis E. Gulland, assistant professor of education, in
TH51; Dr. Alice Hitchcock, assistant professor of education, in FO214; or Dr. Mary R. Young, associate professor of education, in
F0214, the Elementary Education
Department announced yesterday.

Seventy fellowships for dents who have a bachelor’s degree
in biology, chemistry, engineering
first-year graduate study in or physics, and have completed
health physics are available mathematics through calculus.
Health physics is concerned with
from the Atomic Energy
; protection of living beings from
Commission through the Oak , radiation through knowledge of
Ridge Institute of Nuclear the nature and effects of radiation,
said Dr. Ernest Greene, professor
Studies.
The fellowships are open to stu- lof physics.

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
The Alameda at Shasta
CY 2-1888
Sunday Services
11 a.m.; 7 p.m.

"As more and more radiation
Is used, the protection of workers will depend upon men who
know the effects and nature of
radiation and have the means to
pros ide protection," said Dr.
Greene.
"There will be a lack of health
physicists unless the lack can be
filled through training programs
such as this one," he stated.
The graduate would receive a
basic stipend of $2500 with additional allowances for dependents.
Deadline for filing is Feb. 1,
1960. Applications and further information are available from the
Fellowship Office, Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies, Box
117, Oak Ridge, Term.

JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP
(tailored for students;
9:45 a.m. Perspective
6:00 p.m. Knox CILID

Lowest Gas Prices

studeet
friends here .
meet

n San OSP
ETHYL -100+ OCTANE
REG.-90+ OCTANE

speakers
discussion groups
social activities

Cigarettes 20c
All Major Oils-38c

G. Winfield Blount, Minister
Charles Tyler, Minister
to Students

20% STATIONS
.4th &

& Keyes
10TH AND TAYLOR

Your eyes can only le as yowl as your glasses
. . . ion’l fooh for CHEAP laryains

CONSULT

DR. HAROLD HASKELL
OPTOMETRIST
Complete eye examinet ons and cp + c’ sery,ce Latest styled glasses and
contact lenses fitted. Optical prescriptions filled and glasses repaired.
EYE CARE AT ALL PRICES
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
CREDIT TERMS
EASIEST
Mention this ad ... when visiting any of the Dr. Haskell Offices
Located 3 blocks from campus. 100 S. FIRST (CORNER OF 1ST AND
f 1st and San
SAN FERNANDO) Also--199 S. First St. (C
Call CY 7-1880
Antonio.

NEW BROCHURES AVAILABLE

1960 HOWARD TOUR
To the summer session at the University of

HAWAII
58 days for only
Steamship

$529

trastri, inriiirinri in tour

plus
tax

price.

OKLY $25 DEPOSIT
Consult:
Mrs. Vai Perigo
Housemother CM Omega
430 S. 5th

CY 7-5151

FCLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum.

To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office,
Room 16, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders
Help WanfodMale

POLITICAL SCIENCE
The Political Science Department this week requested permission to plan a program for a masters degree in political science. The
request was submitted to the Graduate Division for approval.

AIRP

2 bdrm. fern, apt. Nee. :,. 11th, Cl.
8.8945.
’ Furn. apt. 2-bdrm. Water and garb. pd.
453 S. 9th CY 4 1410 or AN 48726.
1 modern furn, apts. far 3 or 4 students.
F Reed, CY 3-7103.
CLX of San Jose is opening their Ir.!,
now apt ho,se in the college area. New
2 bdrrn. ept., heated swimming p’
well to wall arpeting. hie. elect’, I +
;hen. draperies. all new furniture, :avid
proof walls and ceiling, telephone c,,Jt.
TV antennae:,
ironing boards
lei-,
new wa,hers and dryers. and n Ammo.,
nttras. We have an apt. for you, so :all
Po, C,olia Mgr. et CY 7.13713.

Espotrienced mile bartender to mix cock.
tails
13, 3-8 PM: call UN 7.9924.
Student to work part time at Reeds
M,11,0 A,port. Must be able to work
delf Mordey to Ftida/.CL9 5120
are f
Three Campus Raps. for TIME INC
Share leafed.
Magazires, NEW YORKER. REAC ER’S
DIGEST. PLAYBOY. etc. Write "Cams-, is Girl to share apt. y,+11 same. Pool. CY
7.75
4.
Jobs." 941 Spruce f. Berkelry 7. Cr 1.
2 girls to share new apt. I blk. from col
Rooms for Roof
non CY
37/33

$11.30 mo. for rooms for men st
Antos For Sale
reser Sr.. Kit, aril wnsh. CY 2-1327.
Single end Double; c!"en. Kit. prin. 130 Model A-193I, $100. Call Cl 5.7530
mo. 57 S. 8th.
1950 Olds For salebest ca -,6 of,er. Cr
7 0099.
Men’s Dorm. Places IS & up, Pr. Beth
fr + Pr
168 So. 10, CY 46/80.
Mlecelhattous ter Ube
Girls Rms., kit. priv., 2 b-ks. to caVia-^ --a- h. TV In. rm. $28. 505 s ,, Train set, Lionel. 8 cars, m’sc.. eg.ip
S AN 6 7246 eve:
Men’: College House
Cushman motor scooterMust call $60
ar, phone r
’
,r br, offer, flulls well. CY 5.9601.
- %waled Nation
Apartments for Rent
Wanted: 2 guitarists to p.m, folktose
, p music in restaurant with banjo picker.
i/3-mo. free rent. F,n. Apt. 3 ar 4
stJclents. $00 rt,. CY 2 2152
CH 3 5978

HOME ECONOMICS
Miss Joyce Bolton, assistant professor of home economics, will be
guest speaker at a workshop of

TAKES OVER POSTFormer Undersecretary of Defense Thomas
S. Gates (I) was sworn into office as Defense Secretary Wednesday, succeeding Neil McElroy (r) who resigned. Whitehouse Officer Frank Sanderson administered the oath to Gates, a Philadelphia banker.

Ball Tentatively Set
For Luxury Liner
Plans for the Inter-Col- Monday, said Johnston. SuggeoSons may be made at that time.
eoiate Ball. to he held in
Candidates for Sophomore Class
May. will be discussed at the offices will speak at Monday’s
:;oplioniore Class meeting meeting.
Those running for offices are Ed
Monday. 3:30 p.m.. CH227.
Tentatic plans are to pre- Burke, president; Chuck Watkins,
vice president; Nancy Bryant and
-ent the ball on a Matson Pat Ross, treasures.; Dyar De Ben-

1:uxury Liner with a name orchestra and the Kingston Trio or the
your Freshmen, according to Doug
Johnston, Sophomore Class public!I y chairman.
The annual dance is sponsored
’iv sophomore classes of Bay Area
.,Ileges and universities.
Price for the bids has not been
and the Sophomore Class would
like to have suggestions from the
student body before they attend a
meeting of the Inter-Collegiate
Ball Committee at University of
California Dec. 16.
Further information may he
obtained at the class meeting

Tau Delta Phi
Will Initiate
Formal initiation of Tau Delta
Phi, men’s honor fraternity, will
be held tonight at the Red Barn,
12880 S. Monterey Rd.
Those scheduled to be initiated
are Dave Bell, Ron Berlin, James
Bischof, Bill Brown, Ted Bushnell,
Bruce Carlson, Bob Craddock, Michael Dagani, Robert deVries, John
Eaton, Richard Edsinger, Dean Fanara, Daniel Floyd.

John Haggerty. Bob House, Eric
Isacson, Bob
Jachens,
Michael
Craig
Keil,
Ronald
Jackman,
edetti representative; Doni Holden Keith, Don Lurvey, Dan McDanand Linda Howe, justices. No peti- iel, Lee Mason, Yutaka Matsumotion was entered for the position to, Irving Mitsunaga, Andrew Moutoux, Don Papson, George Parkinof secretary.
son, Rod Ragsdale.

Wesley Meeting

Bruce Reeves, James Rickard,
Glenn Siebert, Bob Stavn, Fellow
A program on art with a ster- Stearns, Steve Stile, Robert Stubeophonic music background will be be, Jerald Swartz, Paul Tsou, John
presented by the Rev. George We- Vickrey, Ed Weasner.
ber at Wesley Foundation meeting Sunday, 7 p.m., 205 E. Santa
Clara St.
Mr. Weber is minister of the
Lakewood Village Methodist
Church in Sunnyvale. His talk will
TODAY
be the last in a series on art.
Kappa Delta Phi, meeting, Cafeteria
Dinner will be at 6 p.m. Cost is
Room A, 3:30 p.m.
Newman Club, Dime -a -Dip luncheon.
4 cents
Newman Hall, 79 S. Fifth St., I I a.m.
to 1:30 p.m.
/ Spanish
V
SUNDAY
Sets
The Spanish club, El Circulo Wesley Foundation, dinner. 6 p.m.:
Castellano, will present the annual meeting, 7 p.m.. 205 E. Santa Clara St.,
Christmas Posadasa series of
speaker, the Rev. George Weber.
special dinnersFriday, Dec. 11.
Four homes will hold dinners MONDAY
ii IL. roi ins, will 1
Violence, in
Freshman Class, meeting, E118, 3:30
i,e gone over with the pmverbial consisting of a salad, main course
and dessert. Dances will be part t
’fine tooth comb" at the ninth anof the affair.
Hillel, meetirg, Spartan Y. 8 p.m.
nual prison ’institute in San FranMembers of the club will be adIMC, meeting. CHI49, 7 p.m.
,. iSCO Saturday.
Junior Class, meeting. 5326. 3:30 p.m.
mitted free and guests will be
The meet, sponsored by the
charged 50 cents, according to Ran
Sophomore Class, meeting, CH227,
American Friends Service Corn3:3:5 nrn.
nittee, will run trurn 2:30 to 9 p.m. Fletcher, publicity chairman.
.1 2520 Bush st.
Five speakers will examine the
aspects of violence:
- -Captain William Hanrahan of
the San Francisco Juvenile Bur’au, will outline ways sal improving the bureau.
- Orville Luster, director rif
Youth For Service, will discuss a’
ternatives for the excitement ol
"fighting Chlbs."
- Walter Achuff, San Quentin
associate warden, will speak on
the effect of capital punishment
on deterring violence.
Williain Pichl, former Northern California Service League worker, will discuss the prisoner’s view
of police methods.
- -Harry Elmer Barnes, historian and sociologist, will describe
prisons of the future.
Open to the public, the institute welcomes registrants by trr,, ’
or phone at. Friends Service Cc,
mittce, WEst 1-1825, San Fra
else.

Spartaguide

Crime Instaute
iolence
Meet Theme

Dinners

the Private Nursery School Association of Northern California, to
be held tomorrow at Carey School
In San Mateo. Her topic will be

-----------CANTERBU-RY ASSOCIATION
Christian Center
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SOUTH FIFTH
STREET
Holy C
Office H.,
r
Burbur; E A

"Creative Activities."
AFROTC

San Jose State air force cadets
will hold their "Sky High Fall
in the Women’s
Mixer" tonight
Gym at 8:30. The dance, for AFROTC cadets and their guests, is
sponsored by the AFROTC Cadet
Fund.
"The mixer is a chance for the
cadets to get together informally
just before Christmas," Capt. Robert E. Prince, assistant professor
of air science, said. A buffet dinner will be served.

Episcopal Church
Services at Trinity, 81
N.
8.00 are. Holy
9:25 end 11;00
Morning Prays,
W. B. Murdock, Rector
Warren Debenharn A

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two Blocks from Campus

2nd and San Antonio
SUNDAY SERVICES
8:30 and 11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands
Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"

TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
5:45 P.M. Fellowship Time
Fall Semester: World Ethics and Christioc;i
The Pink Building
3rd and San Antonio

Methodism’s Ministry at SJS
First Methodist
Church

S. Paul’s
Meihodi.,:t Church

FIFTH and SANTA CLARA STS.

TENTH and SAN SALVADOR STS.

Welcomes you to

9:30 a.m. College Church
School Class

MORNING WORSHIP
9:30 and II a.m.
"God Came Himself"
Reverend Getty, Minister
Rev. DONALD A. GETTY, Minister
John M. Foster, Assoc. Ministir

MORNING WORSHIP
I 1:00 a.m.
The Lord’s Prayer Series,
"#5 Forgive Us Our Trespasses"
7:15 p.m. Vesper Service
Edwin M. Sweet, Minister
Carl Metzger, Minister of Visitation

Sign of the Leader

Bowling Tonight
A bowling party tsill be held by
the John Knox Fellowship, Presbyterian students organization at
Westminster Presbyterian Church.
The Alameda and Shasta Sts. to-

night.
Cars

will leave the church a.
7:30 p.m. for the Fourth Strec,
bowl.
Further information may be obtained from Linda France, social
Ch inn a n, A Nd rev. 9-a633.

Canterbury Meet
"Homan

Affection and Christian Love" will be the topic of a
discussion to be led by the Rev
Richard Warren at a Canterbtir,
Assn. meeting Sunday at 7:15 p.m .
Christian Center, Fifth and San
Fernando Sts.
Dinner will be at 6 p.m. Faculty,
students and administration are
Invited.

Look for the A-1 Label above the right side pocket
No wonder they’re campus favorites. Specially
styled for smart good looks and casual comfort.
Smooth front, tapered legs and flapped back
pockets. In a wide selection of colors and fabrics.
Sizes 26 to 38, $4.95 and $6.35. Junior Tapes’.
sizes 4 to 18, $3.38 and $4.50.

They kept warning me this would
happen if I didn’t think of some super
way to describe that absolutely unique
good taste of Coca-Cola. So who’s a
Shakespeare? So no ad ... that’s bad!
Bid, there’s always Coke..,
and that’s good!

At your favorite campus shop
SIGN OF GOOD

Bottled

under authority of The

COca-Colo

Company by

Coca-Cola Bottling Company of San Jose
1555 Bayshore Highway

TASTE

A-1 Tapers
Sold at HALE’S

